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Play Audit
The purpose of a play audit is to:
• Explore the ethos and value of play within
the school and assess the outdoor space
with consideration to the design principles
• Identify what types of play are currently
catered for within the outdoor play space
and what aspects are missing; through
observation and conversations with staff
and children
• Suggest possible improvements that could
be made to the environment and
amendments to logistics that would
improve the play opportunities on offer.
Note this document should not be regarded as a specific
design brief

Play Space
Components
Water
• Conceptual
understanding
• Tactile
• Investigation

Social
• Communication
• Collaboration
• Resilience

Journeys
• Flow & Connection
• Invitations
• Opportunities

Novelty
• Newness
• Imagination
• Fantasy

Fire
• Risk Management
• Exploration
• Respect

Directional
• Gross Motor
Skills
• Cardio vascular
• Teamwork

Landscapes
• Perspective
• Variation
• Change

Springboards
• Concepts
• Ideas
• Possibilities

Sand/Earth
• Construction &
Deconstruction
• Manipulation
• Creativity

Focussed
• Reflection
• Structured
• Solitary

Loose Parts

• Creativity
• Problem Solving
• Manipulate
environment

Senses
• Understanding
environment
• Awe
• Self Awareness

Wheeled
• Co-ordination
• Balance
• Fun

Risk

Identity

• Risk Benefit
• Limitations
• Challenge and
Excitement

• Performance
• Confidence &
Esteem
• Collaboration

Current Opportunities

The large field area creates a
sense of freedom while offering
space for many types of play to
develop including running &
chasing games.
The newly relocated adventure
trail offers some opportunities
for risk and challenge.
Some children were taking the
opportunity to dig round the
edge of the playground and
manipulate their environment.

The many trees on site offer
opportunity to take risks and
climbing as well as providing
shade in the summer.

The hedges offer opportunity for
den making and social gathering
as well as role play games to
develop.

“We like the field, it’s fun
because we can have
grass fights and it’s big’’
year 4 girl.

The different planting around
the sight offers opportunities to
experience seasonal change.

Current Opportunities

The large tarmac area allows
children opportunities to
engage in directional games
such as football and basketball.
Children are able to access
some resources for play such as
balls, hoops, space hoppers and
cones.
The reception area has a
marked area for wheeled
activities such as bikes and
scooters.

Access to sand provides
opportunities for environmental
manipulation and creative play.

There are some structures and
features around the site that
support social gathering and
allows outdoor play in all
weathers.
There were opportunities for
colouring and quieter activities in
the undercover areas.

‘’We like skipping with the
ropes’’ year 3 girl

Missing Opportunities

The site lacks height and varied
topography.

Many play features are under
utilised as they are only
accessible in dry weather.

Access to wheeled activites is
restricted to reception children.

Keystages are segregated,
restricting children's ability to
make choices in their play.

Limited opportunities for
children to explore playing with
the elements.

Limited opportunities to take
risks.

Limited loose parts with which
to temporarily alter the
environment.

Limited social spaces and
opportunities for children to
explore identity.

Features are not linked together
which would allow for playful
journeys.

Minimal opportunities for
children to access sand and
water.

Recommendations

In order to help visualise the recommendations we have created different areas of space where
the play is naturally occurring and where new opportunities for play can be developed. These
different areas are denoted by colours shown.
Within these recommendations we have attempted to maximise on the variation and choice of
play activities available to the children.

Flow

Link all areas of the site by creating a pathway through the current reception area. This would allow all
children to flow around the site with access to all play choices all year round .

Widen the current
pathway to allow
easier flow and
enhance it with
opportunities such as
traversing, mark
making or sensory
music. This would
create a playful
journey around the
site.

Extend the
current KS1
playground out
over the field
and enhance it
with loose parts.

Enhancing the tree area
with simple structures,
such as A frames and
posts with holes in will, in
combination with loose
parts, provide
opportunities for children
to build swings dens and
hammocks. This will also
offer opportunities for
risk and challenge.

Cover a large area, connected to the tarmac, around the trees with
woodchip, fake grass or other all weather surfacing. This would
increase the amount of useable surface and allow space for building
and creating with loose parts as well as other types of play to
develop all year round.
Adding loose parts to this
playground will allow
children to manipulate
and change their
environment, bringing
opportunities for creative
and imaginative play.
This could be done in the
form of a Scrapstore
PlayPod.

Installing a large
mound, with features
such as slides, steps,
tunnels and towers,
within this area would
bring new dimensions
of height and
adventure to this
space. It will also
provide opportunities
for children to travel
in, over, round and
down.

Create an area
on the left
side of the
field to
provide
opportunity
for height and
risk.
R226

A fire pit sited at the
far end of the mound
would provide a
spring board for play
and social area as well
as an opportunity for
supervised fire
making.
Leaving areas of grass
around the fire pit and
up the left side of the
field, to grow longer
and planting wild
flower seed will bring
new colours and
textures to this area.
Paths can be mown
through this
seasonally.

The addition of a
climbing structure
linked to the mound
would offer climbing,
exploration and
opportunities for
graduated risk and
challenge. Ensuring it
was on an all weather
surface would help
ensure children had
access all year round.

Building a structure, with seating inside, near the nursery space would
provide opportunities for social gathering and containment. The structure
could have different focuses.
Add a social
structure and
water play to
enhance the
area near the
nursery.

Create a water wall along
the side of the school
building. This would
allow children playful
manipulation of this
element, experiencing
flow and density as well
as seasonal change.

R227

This structure could be built in a Saxon style and become a focus point for the
school. Children could be involved in designing and building the structure.

The height of the
structure would add a
new dimension to the
site and become a
spring board for
different types of play.
Being connected to the
other opportunities on
site by pathways, it
would add interest and
variety to the playful
journey around the
site.

Link the new
features on the
field with a
pathway to allow
for all weather
access.

Incorporating a creative connecting pathway between the round
house, climbing structure, mound and fire pit. Using different
surfaces , textures and shapes would invite children through the
space and could provide structure or springboards to the their
play. These paths would lead from one play opportunity to
another, creating an all year round flow around the space.

R228

Hardy sensory
planting such as
rosemary and
lavender could guide
children towards the
mound and climbing
structure while
adding a sensory
experience.

Adding springboards
along the path such as
adaptable signposts with
chalks or sculptures
would encourage children
on their journey as well as
adding interest and
change.

R229

Developing a stage
area against the
middle wall with
access to music,
mirrors and dressing
up would offer the
opportunity to explore
identity, dance and
performance. They
could also adapt the
space by creating
backdrops using loose
parts

Develop the
middle playground
to offer
opportunity to
explore identity,
wheeled activity
and social spaces.

Allow wheeled activity in part of
this playground. This could be
enhanced with temporary ramps
etc adding the opportunity to
experience risk and challenge.

Develop the recessed area for social
and focused activity. Make it
welcoming by adding comfortable
seats, magazines, drawing and Lego.

Providing moveable seating
in the area will provide
somewhere to observe the
performances while also
forming a barrier from the
wheeled activity.

Enhance this area dedicated to directional sports with the
addition of goal posts and nets. Bringing colour and interest
to the wall would also brighten and personalise this area.
Keep this
playground
as a
dedicated
area for
directional
sport.

Develop the
area by the
trim trail to
increase
creative play
and allow all
year round
access.

To further enhance this area the addition of
natural loose parts such as logs and rocks and
small world items will enable opportunities for
creative and imaginative play.

R225

Provide seating at
the end of the
Eliot building to
allow children to
spectate the
sport.
Installing a large sandpit around the trim trail would change the feel and
notion of this space while allowing all year access. It would not only
provide opportunities for mastery play experiences but also create an
incidental social area and interesting focus point for the children.

Dedicated ball
area

---- All weather
pathways

Seating area

Saxon cobb
structure

Tepees
Fire pit

Water wall
Mound

Sensory wall

Saxon Primary Site Concept Plan
25 m

Astro turf area
with climbing
frame

Sand pit are
PlayPod

Low level stage &
Outdoor bean bags

Wheeled Area

Signposting
Below are various organisations that can help provide information or services
that may help your school develop playtime opportunities for children.
Learning through Landscapes helps schools and early years settings make the
most of their outdoor spaces for play and learning. School grounds are
essential to children’s learning and development, providing opportunities for
healthy exercise, creative play, making friends, learning through doing and
getting in touch with the natural world. We believe all children have the right
to enjoy and benefit from well designed, managed and used school grounds.
http://www.ltl.org.uk/

Play England aims for all children and young people in England to have regular
access and opportunity for free, inclusive, local play provision and play space.
Play England provides advice and support to promote good practice, and
works to ensure that the importance of play is recognised by policy makers,
planners and the public.
http://www.playengland.org.uk/

The OPAL programme supports primary schools in the development of high quality
children's play opportunities. The programme has taken ten years to develop and
been trialled in over fifty schools. Schools follow a process of self evaluation,
planning and training supported by a mentor and excellent resources. OPAL has
been independently evaluated by academics from two universities and shown to
have a 'transformative' effect on schools.
http://www.outdoorplayandlearning.org.uk/
London Play aims for every child in London to have quality, accessible and inclusive
play opportunities. We campaign for more and improved play spaces and services,
and support playwork in the capital. They have produced some guidance on
installing rope swings and fallen trees in their resources tab.
http://www.londonplay.org.uk
Green Play Project, a skilled team of quality landscapers, innovative and
sustainable design work and a portfolio of play landscapes offering a refreshing
alternative to the conventional play equipment manufacturer.
http://greenplayproject.co.uk/

Touchwood Enterprises, a Bristol based company specialising in design & build of natural
play spaces.
http://www.touchwoodenterprises.co.uk

Conservation Volunteers help hundreds of thousands of people each year to reclaim local
green places. Through our own environmental projects and through our network of
2,000 community groups, we see people – every day, and all across the UK – taking
responsibility for their own local environments.
http://www.tcv.org.uk/

Next Steps
Children’s Scrapstore recognise that play and well-being is every child’s right.
We will explore and develop new ways to improve the lives of children
through play.
The next steps are over to you……….
If there is something that you would like to discuss further with us or pursue
please do not hesitate to contact us on 0117 914 3002 and we will be happy to
talk through the options and costing’s with you. Congratulations on your
continuing commitment to children’s play!

